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Executive Summary of your Abstract:  
Both energy and transport are in a stage of transition. Climate protection as a key requirement 
will foster a switch towards renewable fuels in transport. Electrification of vehicles provides the 
potential to make individual vehicle traffic - the bulk of transport volumes - more sustainable. 

 
Abstract: 
 
Motor transport in the early 21st century faces unprecedented challenges that demand a 
paradigm shift from fossil fuels to renewable energy. Three factors essentially drive this 
development: 
- the growing level of emissions from transport, 
- the diminishing availability of the primary resource of crude oil, 
- and the rapid pace of technological development in emerging economies. 
In climate policy a 'two-degree target' is increasingly used as a guideline. For the 
industrialised countries this means a reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions of at 
least 80% by 2050. Two inescapable requirements arise from this: power generation must 
come close to being CO2-free by 2050 and the transport sector must make a first drastic 
reduction in GHG emissions even while traffic volumes continue to increase significantly. 
This can only be achieved by means of a complete rethink of the power unit used in mass transport. 
 
Against the backdrop of these interacting factors, electrification of the power train in the 
German and European automotive industry is highly desirable in both economic and 
environmental terms. Climate policy pressure has already given rise to the EU Regulation on 
CO2 from cars, which is expected to be tightened significantly by 2020. Marketing electric 
vehicles offers manufacturers an opportunity to reposition themselves in a competitive arena 
and to avoid the penalty payments that result from the Regulation if fleets exceed limit values. 
There is also the prospect of a window of opportunity for facilitating expanded use of 
renewable energies to the point at which they become the principal source whereby electric vehicles function 
as flexible consumers and stores of electricity. A reconfiguration of electricity grids is essential if they are to 
accommodate high proportions of intermittent renewable energy sources. The cost to consumers and the 
economy of the necessary restructuring can be reduced by intelligent integration of electric 
vehicles into the structure. And one thing is clear - electric vehicles only reduce CO2 
significantly if the electricity is from renewable sources. Otherwise emissions are simply 
shifted from the vehicle exhaust to the power station. 
 
Key element of the strategy of the Federal Government is the National Development Plan for Electromobility. 
Within its first phase (2009-11), 500m € fundings are spent for R&D and demonstration projects. The recently 
established National Platform Electromobility will unveil its first report end of 2010. The report will be used to 
refine and further elaborate the Federal Governments strategy. The presentation comprises background, 
incitements for action and the strategy for electric vehicles of the German Government. 
 



 

 
 
Resumé: Master in Geography, Urban Planning and Transport (2006); employed at TU Berlin, then at the 
think tank "Policies for Tomorrow" as expert for energy and transport; since September 2009 advisor for 
electromobility in the division "Environment, Traffic and Transport" of the Federal Ministry for the Environment, 
Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety. In charge of the overarching research scheme for electric vehicle fleet 
trials and of international co-operation.t 

 
 
Recommended reading: http://www.bmu.de/english/mobility/electric_mobility/doc/44821.php 
http://www.unendlich-viel-energie.de/de/verkehr/elektromobilitaet.html [german only] 


